Bosch Rexroth plant in Lohr: Industry 4.0 in practice

Challenge

Existing manufacturing facility
intelligently connected – 200,000
variations managed
Systematically upgrade already installed machines and software to an
Industry 4.0 environment: at the Bosch Rexroth plant in Lohr its
multi-variant manufacturing operations are now more transparent, reliable and productive. At the horizontal and vertical connected factory
employees are supported better than ever before in flexible assembly,
even for the smallest batch sizes.

Achieve an industry 4.0 environment while continuing to use
already installed machines.
Solution
Connectivity with Rexroth automation products and services
Result
“By the connected factory we
have sustainably improved para
meters such as quality, delivery
reliability and manufacturing
costs.”
Joachim Hennig,
Bosch Rexroth

At the electric drives and controls factory in Lohr, around 1,000 employees
manufacture more than 200,000 product variations. This involves the use of a
variety of production processes such as printed circuit board assembly, complex
mounting steps and test procedures. Thanks to the smart combination of ERP
and MES systems, a virtual representation in the form of a serial number is
created for each product. This way, the product controls the manufacturing
process. Order-related information is read out at the work stations and
enhanced with new manufacturing data. As a result of its vertical and horizontal
connectivity the plant expects significant increase in productivity and assurance
of quality.
Economical, flexible, competitive
Digital systems provide targeted information, thus giving the employees control
over the multi-variant manufacturing processes. Connected assembly lines reduce
the set-up time to zero. Online monitoring in real time increases the equipment

ff Rexroth Open Core Engineering
ff Rexroth WebConnector

availability. The intelligent connectivity of surface mount machines increases

ff Rexroth Industrial PC and

process reliability and simultaneously optimizes the efficiency of testing

controls

processes. Thanks to the WebConnector, remote service is available for production systems all over the world in real time and device-independently – this accelerates fault diagnostics and rectification and reduces downtime.

Solved with

ff Serial number production
(ERP, MES)

Contact: www.boschrexroth.com/industry4.0

